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BIG DATA

Online. November 16 - 17, 2021. This seminar will be targeted to the finance-related

professional who may be exposed to a Big Data program and would like to

understand the core concepts. Pricing: $325 - $589. Big Data - An Introduction for

Non-Technical People | CPA Ontario

SEMINARS
BIG DATA: AN INTRODUCTION FOR NON-TECHNICAL PEOPLE (7.5 PD HRS)

Online. October 20 - 25th, 2021. This course addresses the importance of analytics to

the future role of finance, how finance roles will change - how big is the gap/

opportunity to be addressed and what are the key roles for finance teams and

individuals? It will introduce key analytics processes, techniques, tools and

applications - using examples and case studies and covering key issues / concerns

such as availability of data, data governance, what skills are required, the role of

technology/ people. The course will clarify the role of many common (but often

vaguely defined) concepts such as Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Big Data

etc. Pricing: $325 - $589. Data Analytics and the Future of Finance | CPA Ontario

DATA ANALYTICS & THE FUTURE OF FINANCE (7.5 PD HRS)

ON-DEMAND

On-Demand - E-Learning. In this four-part video series, join Pavel Abdur-Rahman,

IBM’s Head of Data Analytics, in conversation with tech journalist and

entrepreneur Takara Small as they discuss data trends in the tech economy.

Pricing: $103. Big Data and the Tech Economy | CPA Ontario

BIG DATA & THE TECH ECONOMY (1.75 PD HRS)

On-Demand, E-Learning. This course is developed in partnership with the Centre

for Advancing Responsible Ethical Artificial Intelligence (CARE-AI) at the University

of Guelph. Big data and artificial intelligence (AI) are changing our world and

raising unprecedented ethical issues. The Ethics of Big Data and AI | CPA Ontario

THE ETHICS OF BIG DATA & AI (2 PD HRS)

On-Demand, E-Learning. This CPA Ontario learning bundle features two online

courses that focus on data governance and data-driven initiatives. Pricing:

$739.20 - $924. Data Governance Bundle by TDWI | CPA Ontario

DATA GOVERNANCE BUNDLE BY TDWI (16 PD HRS)

FOR MORE: CERTIFICATES | CPA ONTARIO
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AUTOMATION

November 8 - 17th, 2021. This newly revised course

has shifted online into six, live, instructor-led

sessions. Our goal is to make your experience more

convenient as we navigate the new reality of virtual

learning. Pricing: $649 - $1051. Automating Microsoft

Excel with VBA | CPA Ontario

SEMINARS
AUTOMATING MICROSOFT EXCEL WITH VBA
(15 PD HRS)

Online. November 24 - 25th, 2021. This course provides

a concise overview of leading technologies that are

disrupting and reshaping the accounting profession.

These include cloud computing, mobile and

wearable devices, big data, automation, robotics,

artificial intelligence, machine learning, cyber

security, augmented reality, open innovation,

crowdsourcing, crowdfunding, collaborative

consumption, blockchain, Internet of Things, and

more. Pricing: $325 - $589. How Technology is

Impacting the Accounting Profession | CPA Ontario

HOW TECHNOLOGY IS IMPACTING THE
ACCOUNTING PROFESSION (7.5 PD HRS)

ON-DEMAND

This introductory course will help you understand how automation and AI are affecting

accounting and finance professions. You will learn about the types of problems that

automated and AI systems can solve, as well as their limitations. Experts from the

Brookfield Institute for Innovation + Entrepreneurship and Deloitte will provide insight into

the future of work and skills that will increase in demand.  Pricing: $87. Preparing for

Automation and AI | CPA Ontario

PREPARING AUTOMATION & AI (1.5 PD HRS)

This CPA Ontario course will combine a discussion of emerging technologies with insight

into automation technologies currently available for the accounting and bookkeeping

professions. Major topics covered include a high-level overview of emerging

technologies and a review of blockchain technology.  Pricing: $79. 

Six Emerging Technologies for Accounting, Auditing and Bookkeeping | CPA Ontario

SIX EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR ACCOUNTING, AUDITING & BOOKING 
(2 PD HRS)
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ETHICS & DIVERSITY

Online. December 15 - 16th, 2021. In this CPA Ontario course, you will explore the challenges

of working with people of diverse backgrounds. The course will empower you to approach

intercultural situations with knowledge, skills, and a positive attitude. We all have

unconscious biases and this workshop will create a safe place to search for ways to avoid

accidental discrimination. Pricing $325 - $589. Exploring Our Unconscious Biases at Work |
CPA Ontario

SEMINARS
EXPLORING OUR UNCONSCIOUS BIASES AT WORK (7.5 PD HRS)

Online. October 13th, 2021. This refresher course for CPAs is intended to update the
knowledge and practice of Ethics in the Accounting profession. The participants will test
themselves on their knowledge, and work on actual problems as well as cases to illustrate

that the correct decisions are not necessarily obvious. The key document is the Institute's
Code of Professional Conduct (CPC); however, other sources and theories will be reviewed.
The participants will also review some of the decisions made by the CPA Ontario Discipline

Committee. The desired outcome is that the attendees are better able to recognize
potential problems and act to reflect best practices in their work. Pricing: $163 - $317. Ethics
- Regulations, Interpretations, and Guidance for Accountants | CPA Ontario

ETHICS - REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND GUIDANCE
FOR ACCOUNTANTS (4 PD HRS)

altisrecruitment.com

Online. October 15, 2021 (various dates). This course
provides CPAs with the tools to consider business
ethics in specific situations. Group casework is done
to analyze ethical and unethical approaches to
making business decisions. It examines the impact of
ethical behavior on the company’s bottom line and its
stakeholders. The CPA Code of Professional Conduct

is examined, which all CPAs are required to comply

with. CPAs will be empowered to work as leaders and

influence and participate in ethical decision-making

in their companies. Pricing: $163 - $317. Canadian

Business Ethics | CPA Ontario

CANADIAN BUSINESS ETHICS (4 PD HRS)

Online. October 19th, 2021 (and various dates). Explore
the relationship between ethics and psychological

safety, and ethics and new technologies. Pricing: $163 -
$317. Professional Ethics: Psychological Safety and

Transformative Technology | CPA Ontario

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS: PSYCHOLOGICAL
SAFETY & TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGY
(4 PD HRS)
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ETHICS & DIVERSITY

Online: This CPA Ontario course uses case studies and recent events to examine

the application of the CPA Code of Professional Conduct. Relevant research

studies will be introduced to help understand key factors that influence how we

makes ethical decisions as an organization, a team, or an individual. With rapid

advancements in technology, the course includes an examination of how

artificial intelligence (AI) will impact our professional judgment and decision-

making. Pricing $115.50. Registration is open until Dec.31st, 2021. Professional Ethics

in the Workplace | CPA Ontario

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS IN THE WORKPLACE (2 PD HRS)

ADDITIONAL COURSES THROUGH 2021/2022
CPA Ethics - Public Practice

Business Ethics: Good for Business and the Right Thing to Do

Business Ethics: What Canadian CPAs Need to Know

Ethics at Our Core

Dealing with Unethical Situations in the Workplace

The Ethics of Big Data

Ethical Decision-Making in a Crisis

Ethics in Data Science

ON-DEMAND
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NON-PROFIT

SEMINARS

Online. November 1 - 2nd, 2021. This full-day seminar will provide a detailed technical

review of the numerous income tax issues faced by registered charities and NFPOs,
including real-world examples and case studies to provide participants with practical

and useful takeaways. Pricing: $325 - $589. Taxation - Registered Charities and NFPOs |
CPA Ontario

TAXATION - REGISTERED CHARITIES & NFPOS (7.5 PD HRS)

Online. November 18 - 25th, 2021. The non-profit sector covers a wide spectrum of
activities, including clubs, professional associations, schools, hospitals, supportive
housing, health services, and other charitable works. The application of GST/HST to
these activities and its recovery through rebates and input tax credits is usually far more

complex than in a commercial enterprise and may vary significantly depending on the
legal form of the organization. Failure to be aware of these complexities can result in lost
opportunities or worse, large tax assessments against the organization. Pricing: $325 -
$589. GST/HST - NFPOs | CPA Ontario

GST/HST NFPOS (7.5 PD HRS)

ON-DEMAND

This CPA Ontario webinar provides unique and useful
tips for accountants in not-for-profit financial

leadership. The course examines key indicator

reporting, how to get the most out of your bank and

what to do in a cash flow crisis. It also includes
pointers on working with auditors and lawyers,
critical steps to consider when you start a new job
and straight talk on ethics. An in-depth case on
improved, non-technical financial reporting will be
discussed. Pricing: $433.13. Practical Tips for Not-For-
Profit Financial Leaders | CPA Ontario

PRACTICAL TIPS FOR NON-FOR-PROFIT
FINANCIAL LEADERS (7.5 PD HRS)

Set yourself apart with this comprehensive program

that covers the essentials of not-for-profit financial

management, including accounting and financial

reporting, tax compliance, governance and

assurance. This 40-hour CPE program offers an

affordable, convenient, dynamic learning

experience. Pricing: $655 - $1025. Not-for-Profit
Certificate I | Online | AICPA

NON-FOR-PROFIT CERTIFICATE
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PUBLIC SECTOR

SEMINARS

ON-DEMAND

Online. November 3 - 4th, 2021. This workshop focuses on general PSAS concepts, the

structure of the PSAS Handbook, and differences between PSAS and those of ASPE or

IFRS. The comparison of PSAS concepts with those in ASPE or IFRS allows attendees to

understand new ideas based on their background knowledge, thus enhancing

learning potential. Although the session involves lectures, the workshop occurs in

modules that link relevant concepts together through collaborative learning, industry

examples, and small case studies. Pricing: $325 - $589. PSAS - Review of the Standards

| CPA Ontario

PSAS - REVIEW OF THE STANDARDS (7.5 PD HRS)

This CPA Ontario course bundle will prepare CPAs for leadership roles in public sector

organizations. It is divided into three main areas: Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),

Governance and Internal Not-for-Profit Certificate I | Online | AICPAControl. Pricing:

$231 - $288.75. Governance in the Public Sector: Three-course Bundle | CPA Ontario

GOVERNANCE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR (5 PD HRS)

This session provides information about public sector accounting standards coming

into effect, upcoming proposals, recent consultations, and feedback from

stakeholders. Learn about new standards and emerging issues in public sector

financial reporting. Pricing: $57.50. Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB) Update |

CPA Ontario

PUBLIC SECTOR ACCOUNTING BOARD (1 PD HRS) 
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LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT

SEMINARS

November 18, 2021. In today’s business environment, nothing
can be truly accomplished without the active support and

enthusiasm of a team. Accordingly, the ability to lead,
manage and develop a team is essential to maximizing

results. Teamwork is all about successful team and individual

performance, which is a win-win for all. Pricing: $163 - $317.
Developing High Performance Teams | CPA Ontario

DEVELOPING HIGH-PERFORMANCE TEAMS
(3.75 PD HRS)

Online. October 26, 2021. Lead by example to inspire the best
performance from your team. We have never been invited
into our employees’ lives or living rooms as much as we have

since the pandemic hit, kicking off the most intense real-time

work-life integration experience. Everyone is operating within

a stressful environment and still, it is a leader’s responsibility
to elicit the best from their teams. Pricing: $81.50 - $158.50.
Leadership Skills for Our New Reality | CPA Ontario

LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR OUR NEW REALITY
(2 PD HRS)

February 2 - March 23, 2022. This new certificate program is
an eight-week, online course that will follow the same format

each week: A 90-minute highly interactive live video call, and

several self-paced microlearning segments to be completed

throughout the week. The course will include videos, articles,
podcasts, self-reflection exercises and group discussions
using Blackboard. The interactive sessions will include
regularly scheduled breaks and opportunities for virtual

networking. Pricing: early bird $2265.25 - $2605. Certificate in
Effective Modern Leadership | CPA Ontario

CERTIFICATE IN EFFECTIVE MODERN
LEADERSHIP (20 PD HRS)

March 1 - 22nd, 2022. This newly revised, six-module program

has shifted to live, instructor-led, online learning. We have

adapted the interactive learning modules to include regularly

scheduled breaks and digital breakout rooms for group
discussions. The course also includes lectures using current,
real-life case studies, videos, and polling questions.
Recordings of all sessions will be available to all registrants.
Pricing: early bird $1865.75 - $2146.25. Certificate in Enterprise
Risk Management Fundamentals | CPA Ontario

CERTIFICATE IN ENTERPRISE RISK
MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS (21 PD HRS)
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LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT

ON-DEMAND

The rise of new technologies like blockchain,
data science, virtual reality, as well as cloud,
mobile and connected devices has led to the
creation of new digital ecosystems. Today’s
leaders are finding it increasingly challenging

to lead through disruption while remaining

agile, innovative and adaptable to change.
The courses in this bundle will help you adopt

design thinking skills when dealing with

complex issues and attempting to implement

the best-suited solutions. Pricing: $387.20 -
$486. Agile Leadership Skills Course Suite | CPA

Ontario

AGILE LEADERSHIP SKILLS COURSE
SUITE (9 PD HRS)

Leaders play a vital role in creating a

motivating environment where teams can

excel. This three-part course covers concepts
and techniques to develop the leadership skills
of someone people trust, because people are

inspired by people they trust and can be

mobilized toward a common goal. When you
strive to inspire others, you demonstrate

credibility and create a community with a

shared vision. To ensure growth and overall

success as a leader, responsible leadership

includes monitoring and assessing your own

progress as you develop. Pricing: $97.92.
Becoming an Inspirational Leader | CPA

Ontario

BECOMING AN INSPIRATIONAL LEADER
(1.75 PD HRS)

OTHER SOURCES: ONLINE CPD
COURSES/CREDITS FOR CANADIAN
CPAS (CANCPD.COM)
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ADDITIONAL TOOLS, RESOURCES 
& CONFERENCE INFORMATION

LUMIQ
Start earning verifiable CPD by listening to

engaging conversations with business

leaders about their area of expertise.

Where Engaging Podcasts Are Verifiable

CPD for CPAs | LumiQ. (lumiqcpd.com)

CANCPD
Subscription options to provide, track or

introduce the best online learning

opportunities for Canadian Chartered

Professional Accountants (CPAs) and business

professionals, while sharing our knowledge by

providing consultancy, development,

deployment and hosting services to others in

the online learning space and introducing our

customers to other opportunities of interest

and relevance to them. Canada's Best Online

CPD Courses for CPAs (cancpd.com)

AICPA CONFERENCES
Various conferences for industry leaders are

offered virtually. American Institute of CPAs

(aicpaconferences.com)

AICPA & CIMA CFO CONFERENCE 2022
April 27 - 29th, 2022. Seasoned CFOs from across the

country are providing the latest innovations and

anticipated trends to keep you on the cutting

edge. Price: $1,345 - $1,795. 20 CPE Credits. AICPA &

CIMA CFO Conference | Conference | AICPA

ONLINE ACCOUNTING TECHNOLOGY
SEMINAR SERIES
The 29th annual Accounting Technology Seminar

Series will be online in 2021. Attend from your

home or office and earn 8 verified PD credits.

$59.95 plus taxes. Various dates starting in

October 2021. REGISTER - Accounting Technology

Seminar Series. Online Accounting Technology

Seminar Series (ON) Tickets, Wed, 6 Oct 2021 at

12:00 PM | Eventbrite

BIG DATA & ANALYTICS SUMMIT 2022
March 22 - 23rd, 2022. Toronto (virtual). The Big

Data & Analytics Summit Canada is designed to

provide data executives with current trends,

strategic insights, and best practices trending in

technology, data, AI, machine learning, risk

management, and retaining talent. 7th Annual

Big Data & Analytics Summit - Biggest Data

Virtual Conference (bigdatasummitcanada.com)

PUBLIC SECTOR CONFERENCE 2021
Conference / Workshop ($249 - $595 and 4-20

CPD hours). Virtual experience. October 19-21,

2021. CPA Canada | Public Sector Conference

2021

AICPA WOMEN’S GLOBAL LEADERSHIP
SUMMIT
November 3-5th, 2021. Starting at $1095 USD. Up

to 20 CPD hours. Location on site in Dallas TX.

AICPA women’s global leadership summit 2021.

(cpacanada.ca)
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